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REPORT OF THE SEPTEMBER 9, 2017 CLUB MEETING 
In the absence of an elected NIHRAC officer the meeting was called to order by 
NIHRAC Emergency Coordinator Andy Mitz, WA3LTJ, in the Hefner Community 
Building at the Asbury Methodist Village, Gaithersburg, MD. Other 
members  present included Bill Fryer, W0QG, and Bill Hook, W3QBC. Geogianne 
Miller, K3DXO, participated by teleconference. Because no elected club officer 
was present the meeting was declared to be “unofficial”. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS:   

The date for the October club meeting is Saturday, October 1, 2017. It is 

anticipated  that the renovated meeting space  in Building 11 on the NIH 

campus will NOT be available,  Thus, we will again meet at Asbury in 

Gaithersburg as we have done in recent months. 

 

Andy reported that Hurricane Irma had just reached the southern tip of Florida 

and he encouraged all NIHRAC members to keep track of any need for Amateur 

Radio communicators and what we might do to help. 

 
Georgianne reminded that her last name is “Miller”. 
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
NIHRAC Repeater 
Bill Hook stated that he had received  Ken Marlar's photo of the new 2-meter 
antenna replacing the lightning-damaged repeater receive antenna on Building 
10. The photo was forwarded to Victor Cid for possible inclusion on the NIHRAC 
Web page  (www.nihrac.org) The new antenna is reported to be performing 
satisfactorily. 

http://www.nihrac.org/
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Bill reported that our repeater is now operating normally. Later in the meeting 
he announced that it is now connected to a back-up emergency power source 
that is tested monthly. 
 
Bill Hook announced that because of his advanced age and mobility problem we 
should soon find a replacement to assist with maintenance to be done at the 
Building 10 repeater site.  This volunteer should have appropriate NIH ID. Andy 
suggested that Bill compose a “Help Wanted” announcement and have Walter 
send it to to members . Bill thought we should first contact Ken Marla at the 
Building 10 Communications shop about this matter. He will do so. 
 
EchoLink Report 
Bill Fryer stated that, in general, EchoLink has been “working fine”.  Walter 
Lamar has been working to keep EchoLink connected to the Internet and 
performing properly. There have been several recent occasions when EchoLlink 
was briefly shut down to perform  maintenance.  An email from Walter has 
informed us that EchoLink is scheduled to be shut down on Friday, September 
18 while concrete work occurs on the 2nd and 3rd floors of Building 11. 
 
OLD BUSINESS 
 
Building 11 Renovation Report 
It is likely that The renovated Radio Room and its associated meeting space will 
NOT become  available to us before December, 2017. Occupancy will depend on 
the completion of work and the approval of a NIH Fire Marshal who had earlier 
expressed  reservations about the present wiring plan. 
 

Al Taylor, KN3U, President of the Montgomery County Auxiliary 
Communications Service  (MCACS) has suggested that we recruit additional club 
members to assist with the outfitting of the new Radio Room with equipment 
racks and a table. NIHRAC member Glenn Simons, , N3COB, has volunteered to 
design the layout. 
 

Bill Fryer asked what work needs to be done? Andy replied it will be necessary 
to assemble the rack components and construct a table  of 2” x 4”s and 
adding  a smooth wooden top for the equipment, then wiring the table with 110 
VAC and 220 VAC  sources  that drop from the ceiling. Al will buy the wood, 



finish it and bolt it down so we can add the radio equipment. Glenn Simons has 
volunteered to assist with this. 
 
 

Building 11 Antenna Repairs 
At present we have only a wire antenna available for HF operation at Building 
11. 
The rotatable Hex beam is to be repaired and reinstalled on the repaired tower. 
For reasons of member's safety, much of this work should be done by 
professional workers under contract. Andy displayed a cost estimate he had 
received from a local  company for replacing  the tower's broken lift cable, 
providing a spare cable and certain other antenna work. The quote received 
appeared to be reasonable. However,  we will have to find a source of funding 
amounting to a few thousand dollars to pay for the parts and professional's 
work.  Andy and Georgianne will approach several NIH officials about the need 
for these funds. 
    
NEW BUSINESS 
Hurricanes Harvey in Texas,, Irma in Florida and  Jose (yet to arrive in Puerto 
Rico)  have made this a very eventful season. Georgianne stated that she has 
been following the situation. Andy stated that he has asked Ross Merlin of 
Homeland Security if hams were needed to help provide communications 
following hurricane Harvey? Ross replied “No, hams were not needed.” Andy 
opined that the contractors and Emergency Management organizations have 
finally found out how to have redundant systems. He reminded that when we 
again have a working Hex beam antenna and radio equipment in place in a 
renovated Radio Room we should be able to again participate in emergency 
communication activities. 
 
Bill Hook asked what had NIHRAC done to assist in past emergencies? He 
recalled that we had handled Health and Welfare inquiries in response to 
requests from various NIH persons.  Andy stated that that's not relevant any 
more because they don't need us like in the “old days”. Bill replied that we may 
still be asked to make these inquiries. Andy reminded that he had asked Ross 
Merlin “what is the role for ham radio” and Ross replied that the role now is to 
acquaint persons who don't  know that they may need us “For example, it's 
those those relief agencies in rural areas who are used to having cellphone 
service. These are people who would never have thought that they would lose 



their cellphone service and they don't make emergency response plans like the 
big cities do. 
 
Andy suggested two topics for future meetings: 1) How Amateur Radio can be 

Relevant (most useful) in emergencies and 2)  The problem of Pandemics. Andy 

suggested that we ask Ross Merlin to present the former topic at a NIHRAC 

meeting  while Georgeanne can arrange a presentation about pandemics. She 

agreed and  Andy continued by suggesting that other organizations (e.g., NIH 

institutes such as  Infectious Diseases can become involved with these meetings. 

A pandemic can be defined as a disease prevalent throughout an entire country, 

continent, or the whole world. It's an epidemic over a large area. 

 
Bill Fryer opined that some of the small communities he is familiar with, for 
example in Texas, do effectively plan for emergencies.  They are active and they 
do help when needed. Andy said “we need to understand change.” Bill Hook 
commented that the nature and skills of hams and the ham radio community 
have changed. 
 
[At this point Georgianne ended her participation by teleconference.] 
 
Andy summarized by saying we need more trained volunteers and it would be 
good to tell them who the people are who will likely need our services   He 
mentioned the HF email system that he and Victor Cid had developed in 
response to what our “customers” wanted. 
 
The meeting was declared adjourned at 2:30 PM. 
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